Terrorism is a crime committed by a group of people to frighten, terrorize, intimidate a country's government. In the case of the September 11, 2001 terror that occurred at the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the United States accused the al-Qaeda group of being behind the attack. Furthermore, the United States attacked Afghanistan and Iraq. America considers the attacks carried out are legitimate because they are carried out to reduce world terrorism crimes. Whereas behind that there is another motive for controlling the oil in the country that it attacked. Keywords: Terrorism, Intervention, United States.
Introduction
Obviously, we have known the World Trade Center and Pentagon which become the prominent building in America, and also the 11 September 2001 tragedy has been remained in our mind. Actually, the collapse of Twin Tower and Pentagon on 11 September 2001 has risen among Elite American resentment. The terrorism attack on "dark Tuesday" successes to made American economic and military weakness. Therefore, George Walker Bush announced to the whole off world that America against terrorism, also American Foreign Policy resolution focused on the "War against Terrorism" and their networks. 4 As soon as possible, Bush has given the choice to the world politic "Either you side with us or with terrorists?" Some question emerged according to his surprise declaration, what and who is terrorism? Is Islam has the basic relation with the terrorism? Generally, why was American claim always been focused in Islamic Country? Basically, those question raised from the fact of the chronology today, which America estimated that Taliban regime have the strong relation with the 11 September 2001 tragedy especially the Afghanistan millionaire Osama bin Laden. The last but not least, Iraq become the second estimation of terrorism by Bush, He said that Saddam Husain has the relationship with Osama, therefore American decisions is to overthrow Saddam's Regime.
Many questions will be emerged broadly, but the article will be focused in the topic basically according to the questions which have mentioned before. The reasons of writer considerations on United States Intervention Against Terrorism in Iraq are; to explain and introduce the Terrorism, what is Terrorism, who are the terrorist basically in International Relation and Islamic definition; to explain certain sources which related with Iraq's conflict; to look for the real case has emerged on America declare "war against terrorism."
The methodology that authors have used in this research is libraries study, its means by reading the books, journals, articles from internet which are related to this topic. In this research paper authors have divided into three chapters. In first chapter explained about this topic including introduction, reasons research and methodology of this research. '…terror is nothing other than justice, prompt, severe, inflexible; it is therefore an emanation of virtue; it is not so much a special principle as it is a consequence of the general principle of democracy applied to our country's most urgent needs'. 8 According to the United Nations (UN), terrorism is "any act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act" 9 . However, the US Department of Defense has defined terrorism as" The unlawful use of violence or threat of violence, often motivated by religious, political, or other ideological beliefs, to instill fear and coerce governments or societies in pursuit of goals that are usually political" 10 .
On the other hand, the European Union (EU) stated that terrorist acts are aimed at "seriously intimidating a population; unduly compelling a government or international organization to perform or abstain from performing any act; seriously destabilizing or destroying the fundamental political, constitutional, economic or social structures of a country or an international organization." 11 According to Gregor Bruce on his journal that "Terrorism is international. The command and control of terrorist groups, the recruitment, training, active operations and the target audience can all be located in different countries and so counter-terrorist measures will not be effective unless all nations cooperate in agreeing to the characteristics of terrorist groups and their activities. Agreement on a common definition would be a step towards universal cooperation in the prevention of terrorism." 12 Terrorists want to intimidate a large audience, so that public pressure is applied to officeholders to concede to terrorist demands for change. By making their acts appear to be random, terrorists seek to amplify the true risks to the public. But, in fact, terrorist acts are well planned and adjust for risks stemming from government and private protective measures. 13 Terrorism is outside the context of legitimate warfare because of its focus on targeting noncombatants, including military personnel in passive settings (e.g., planting a bomb under the car of a US soldier stationed in Germany). Terrorism may arise from myriad causes, including foreign policy decisions. 14 Terrorism is not new. Indeed, in some respects, that what is today known as terrorism predates by millennia the modern term used to describe it. This is not to say that the act of terrorism has remained static. Rather, as the difficulties involved in defining it reflect, terrorism has evolved considerably over the years, even if retaining some of the same characteristics that have historically 
Accusations Against Islam
Islam as a religion that teaches peace does not justify terrorism in any form. This action results in fear of the public losing their lives, property and security. However, the current act of terrorism is identical with the behavior of Muslims who are in jihad. Whereas jihad itself is different from terrorism. Jihad is glory, while terrorism is evil.
This act of terrorism in the name of Islam could make Islamophobia in Indonesia, as happened in Europe. Conversely, Islam itself is a religion of peaceful and does not force as taught by the Prophet Muhammad. Under these circumstances, there are two basic things become a refutation in Islam, those are; first, one of the fundamental principles stated in the holy Qur'an concerning religious freedom is "There is no compulsion in religion". (Surah Al-Baqarah (2): 256). Therefore, in Islamic perspective, the issue of faith is a matter that concerns one's free will and personal beliefs, "Then whoever wants (to believe) let him believe, and whoever wants (infidels) let him disbelieve" (Surah Al-Kahf (18): 29).
Secondly, as a religion that is good and religion completes blessed by Allah, Islam is clearly damaging to humans kill other humans with intentions and without reason in shar'i justification. This is according to Alquran in Surah Al-Isra' verse (33) manifestations, committed by whomever, wherever and for whatever purposes, is unacceptable and can never be justified." Also "All States, in every regionlarge or small, strong or weak -are vulnerable to terrorism and its consequences. They all stand to benefit from a strategy to counter it. They all have a role to play in shaping such a strategy, in implementing it, and in ensuring that it is updated continuously to respond to challenges as they evolve." 18 Therefore, we must know what and why was Terrorism emerged, basically to counter it, how far it is be dangerous aspect in the whole of world.
Background of Conflict
Actually, the basic conflict was emerged according to the collapse of Twin Tower and Pentagon on 11 September 2001. American resentment exactly claims "There are the terrorist who has planned to make a dispute in the world", In a short time American Analyst declare there are 19 Arabian wrapped on this tragedy 19 , also related to the Al-Qaida group. UN Stopped here, America estimate Iraq has relationship with Al-Qaida, finally America invaded Afghanistan and Iraq under the reason that both are have a Weapon Mass Destruction. But there is certain opinion according to this background, is it the real fact that Afghanistan and Iraq who has against WTC and Pentagon? Is its real fact that Iraq have a Weapon Mass Destruction?
Iraq Weapon Mass Destruction
A central element of the justification offered by the British and US Governments for military action against Iraq was the need to disarm the Saddam Hussein regime of its proscribed weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
Mr. Blair declaring on 4 June 2002 that: "I have absolutely no doubt at all that they will find the clearest possible evidence of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction." He said Iraq had mounted a "concerted campaign of concealment of the weapons", which made it more difficult to reassemble those weapons, "but that does not in any shape or form dispute the original intelligence" 20 .
Based on the UNSCOM report to the UN Security Council in January 1999 and earlier UNSCOM reports, we assess that when the UN inspectors left Iraq they were unable to account for:
• up to 360 tonnes of bulk chemical warfare agent, including 1. • up to 3,000 tonnes of precursor chemicals, including approximately 300 tonnes which, in the Iraqi chemical warfare programmed, were unique to the production of VX;
• growth media procured for biological agent production (enough to produce over three times the 8,500 liters of anthrax spores Iraq admits to having manufactured); over 30,000 special munitions for delivery of chemical and biological agents. But, there are no real evident found by America about Iraq Weapon Mass Destruction, they only have some materials on it.
Iraq after Saddam Husain and he Domination of American Forces
Three years after the United States invaded Iraq (after collapse of Saddam Regime), the military still has not figured out how to overcome the threat. Former administration officials blame the military bureaucracy; military officials blame a civilian leadership that did not grasp the operational challenges 21 . Even Bush has spent the military 3.3 billion to defeat Improvised Explosive Devices (IED), he has not been made Iraq stables.
In the contrary Iraq becomes unsecured from any rebellions, moreover becomes any straight among civilians also to American military, there are disunity between Shi'ah and Sunni peoples, finally there are no security and peace after Saddam Regime but most brutal.
No Real Evident

Iraq Weapon Mass Destruction
Actually, there are no real evident we have found about Iraq Weapon Mass Destruction until recent day, but we have found that American occupied Iraq today, it has been made the oil distribution becomes unstable, probably there are some opinions becomes from the people "Is American has a real aim for looking for Weapon Mass Destruction or only his aim ambition for dominating Iraq?", and we have not been an answer for it.
The Collapse of WTC and Pentagon caused by plane hits.
Actually, the War against Terrorism declared basically caused by the 11 September 2001 tragedy which made the collapse of America Military and Economy by WTC and Pentagon shattered. As we have been learning that America estimate Taliban and Iraq has become the Trouble Maker. But there are most analyst clarify, that WTC and Pentagon did not collapsed by Boeing 757 (the plane which conveyed has hit both of building), also no real evident has found about it, and there are certain analyses will be explain in the next subchapter.
Who's attack WTC and Pentagon?
There are certain analyses according to Thierry Meyssan, that he finds certain impropriety according to the collapse of WTC and Pentagon: 22
1. There is no legal specific point mentioned the collapse of both buildings.
Even it was hit by plane but has being burned but there are not a real evident about it.
2. According to the Military Defensive source, a plane Boeing 757 which hit Pentagon has lost the contact from Ohio on 500 km. Based on it, there are the impropriety fact, unfortunately it is impossible if Boeing 757 undetected from 500 km by military, also most impossible if Boeing 757 has entered Pentagon Airspace without being attacked to defense America from the enemy.
3. If we re-observe about the hole of Pentagon building which hit by Boeing 757, we will not find the right-wing of Boeing 757 which has informed had hit by Boeing 757, moreover if the hole is smaller than the muzzle of Boeing 757.
4. The Air-caretaker from Washington said, if he has seen an object in a space which fly by speed approximately 800 km/hour. He also clarifies, at the first time has aim to White House and turn over Pentagon and seem like will be fall, and the object like a rudal, elsewhere there are most peoples claimed they heard the sound like as a bombing plane nor as a civil plane.
The question will be emerged in our mind, if there are no real evident about the collapse of WTC and Pentagon by the Plane-hit, so on which reason United State invaded Afghanistan and Iraq? And Who is the real terrorist?
Conclusion
There are some tendencies to estimate Terrorism, it is not a new but it was becoming a prominent word after the 11 September 2001 accident, which Pentagon and WTC has collapse under attacking of terrorist. Exactly, USA president's George W. Bush declare "War against Terrorism" and claim Taliban side of it. After short-time, USA estimate Iraq was established the relation with the Terrorist. Generally, USA and UK assume, that Iraq has Weapon Mass Destructions, some opinions emerged to be the way to the War against Terrorism by mean War against Taliban (Osama bin Laden) and Iraq (Saddam Regime).
